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To,
The Director - HR,
ONGC,
Jeevan Bharti, Tower II,
Indira Gandhi Chowk,
New Delhi,

Subject: Request to desist from recruitment's that are not in line
with existing R&Ppolicies.

We are immensely happy in view to the decision taken by your esteemed
authority since taking over as DHR, which we had been pursuing for the
past few years:

• Declaration in Chennai that tenure employment will be discontinued
with immediate effect,

• Reappointing of sportsmen the level of to class III w.e.f. date of joining.

We wish to campaign with you to eradicate all disputed issues
precipitatingj existing in reference to HRjER polices, so as to generate
more motivated employees. Presently the recruitments that are taking
place in WOD at JAT & AT level, it is very unfortunate to know that they
are not only in deviation to the existing policies but also in discrimination
when compared to other regions.

When we are not opposing an open and fare recruitment, we are trying to
protect rightful interest of departmental candidates in line with our
existing policies. In deviation to our practices till date i.e. circulating
circulars against vacancies departmentally for eligible departmental
candidates, then after completing the process of recruiting them advertize
in the open market, which is otherwise done in other regions like ASSAM.



Even after deliberating for the above cause the written test was conducted,
clubbing the departmental with the freshers from outside, the question
papers were not in line with there experience which is' running into
eleventh year and not even in line with our present philosophy of R&P, it
will not be difficult for your authority to gauge what sort of work
atmosphere we are conceiving, individual who has dedicated eleven years
to the cause of the organization in core areas shall continue to be
temporary, let us not over look the fact that the retirement age of tenure
employees is 45 years.

We are not going back on the written test already conducted, no meterage
can be gained crying foul on spilt milk, our commitment to co-operation
with you was spontaneous as we already have our experiences with your
authority as it is our conviction that you will not maintain a one way
process, It is our earnest request that that departmental candidates who
have crossed the hurdle of written test at JAT & AT level be interviewed
separately maintaining separate merit accommodating all for
regularization.

Again 101 post have been approved for Mumbai Region but only 14 are for
JAT, it once again requested that sufficient post may please be converted
to JAT from AT so that left out departmental candidates can be
accommodated, this will largely resolve the issue of regularizing the tenure
employees like the sportsmen they also deserve the honor and due
consideration at your end.

Please correct us if our expectations are not rational, looking forward for a
favorable communication.

(Pradeep Mayekar)
(General Secretary)

Copy to :

1. ED, Chief-ER, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradun, Uttaranchal.
2. ED, Chief-HRD, ONGC, Negi Bhavan, Dehradun, Uttaranchal.
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